
Sweetwater Valley Dog Rescue

ADOPTION APPLICATION
After you have completed the application and submitted it, please be patient--it may be 
several days before you hear back from a representative.  

We do not place our dogs on a "first come, first served" basis, but according to the needs 
of the dog.

This Application is not a contract or an agreement.

Once you have completed this application please email to hammsh1969@hotmail.com

1. Name:

2. Address:

3. City/State:

4. Zip Code:

5. Phone Number:

Please tell us which awesome rescue dog you are interested in possibly making apart 
of your life:

Rescue # :

Rescue Name:

What about this awesome rescue dog has drawn your interest ?

Any characteristics you are hoping to avoid with this awesome rescue dog ?

Please tell us how this potential relationship will work:



Will this dog be considered a inside or outside dog ?

If inside how much time will this dog have to run and play outside ?

If inside will the dog have easy access to the outdoors ?

If outdoors how will this dog be cared for if inclement weather arises ?

If outdoors what type of shelter will this dog have ?

Is your yard fenced in ?

Height:
Width:
Length:

Basic Can Questions:

1. Do you own, rent, or lease ?

2. If rent or lease is pets allowed ?

3. Is your area considered rural, suburbs, or city ?

4. Are there any city ordinances prohibiting specific breed ownership ?

5. Is there any specific breeds that could result in your home owners or renters 
insurance being cancelled ?

6. Please give us a brief description of how this rescue dog will spend a typical day.

7. Have you ever surrendered any pets to a animal shelter or other rescue ? If so 
when, where, and why ?

8. Have you ever adopted any pets from a animal shelter or other rescue ? If so 
when, where, and why ?

9. Are you willing to give this dog every opportunity to properly adjust to the new 
surroundings ?

10. Are you properly informed regarding this breeds specific instincts ?
Household Residents:



1. Spouse, Partner, or Roommate's Name:

2. Total number of household residents:

3. Human residents names and ages:

4. Pet residents names, breed, and age:
5. Anyone have any pet allergies ?

6. Is everyone on board with adopting this awesome rescue dog ?

References:

VET Reference:
Name:
Address:
Ph # :

Landlord Reference:
Name:
Address:
Ph # :

Personal Reference: ( No Relatives )
Name:
Address:
Ph # :
Relationship:

Name:
Address:
Ph # :
Relationship:

TERMS & CONDITIONS:



* WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO REFUSE ANY APPLICANT FOR ANY REASON 
WHATSOEVER.

* SVDR IS UNDER NO OBLIGATION TO ADOPT ANY ANIMAL AT ANYTIME.

* NEXT STEP IN ADOPTION IS PHONE INTERVIEW BETWEEN YOU THE 
POTENTIAL ADOPTER AND A SVDR REPRESENTATIVE.

Digital Signature

Applicant:  I acknowledge that all of the above information is true, complete and 
accurate to the best of my knowledge.  If any of the information changes, I/we will 
advise you promptly.  I understand that any omission of information requested, or 
any false or misleading information may result in the rejection of my application 
and/or may be considered justification for the removal of my adopted pet if 
discovered at a later date.  

Applicant name (acts as legal signature) and date.


